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Collective self-organization of cells into multicellular structures is important for 25 lifestyle of many bacterial species. Myxococcus xanthus bacterium is a model system 26 for studying this self-organization. In this work, we investigate how in response to 27 starvation M. xanthus cells aggregate into multicellular mounds. A recent study 28 identified the key cellular behaviors that are necessarily for the aggregation but the 29 mechanisms of these behaviors remained unclear. To uncover these mechanisms, we 30 
Introduction
43
Multicellular self-organization is widely studied due to its biological significance 44 across all kingdoms of life [1] [2] [3] [4] . For example, the dynamic organization of biofilms 45 formed by the Gram-negative bacterium Myxococcus xanthus depends on the ability of 46 these cells to sense, integrate, and respond to a variety of intercellular and 47 environmental cues that coordinate motility [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Under nutritional stress, M. xanthus 48 initiates a developmental program that stimulates cells to aggregate into multicellular 49 mounds that later fill with spores to become fruiting bodies [13, 14] . Despite decades of 50 research, the mechanistic basis of this aggregation behavior in M. xanthus is not fully 51
understood. 52
M. xanthus is a rod-shaped bacterium that moves along its long axis with periodic 53 the dynamics of the population [1] . Thereafter, parameterless, data-driven models 67 demonstrated that the following observed behaviors are necessary to match the 68 observed aggregation dynamics: decreased cell motility inside the aggregates, a biased 69 walk toward aggregate centroids, and alignment among neighboring cells and in a radial 70 direction to the nearest aggregate [1] . Despite the success of these approaches, the 71 mechanistic bases of these behaviors remain unclear. For example, it is not clear how 72 cells could detect the aggregates to align in their radial direction and extend their 73 reversal time when moving towards the aggregates. 74
M. xanthus produces both contact-dependent signals and chemoattractants. An 75
example of a contact-dependent stimulus is the stimulation of pilus retraction upon the 76 interaction of a pilus on the surface of one cell with polysaccharide on the surface of 77 another cell. This interaction is required for one of the two motility systems deployed by 78 M. xanthus [25] . Endogenous chemoattractants are also produced and are known to 79 cause a biased walk similar to that observed during aggregate development [6, 26] . The 80 chemoattractants may be lipids, since M. xanthus has a chemosensory system that 81 allows directed movement towards phosphatidylethanolamine and diacylglycerol [27] . 82
Here we develop a mechanistic agent-based model (ABM) that aims to test 83 possible mechanisms for the observed cell behaviors. In particular, we examine whether 84 contact-based signaling or chemotaxis can explain the longer reversal times for cells 85 moving toward the aggregates as compared to cells moving away from the aggregates. 86
Furthermore, we explore whether a previously developed cell-alignment model [13] can 87 be scaled up to the proper cell density during aggregation and whether mechanisms 88 postulated in that model -specifically, local alignment and trail-following -are sufficient 89 to explain observed patterns of cell alignment. 90
Results:
91
A phenomenological model matches the patterns of cell alignment 92 In our ABM, each agent represents a cell as a self-propelled particle on a 2-D 104 surface with a center position of (x(t), y(t)) and orientation -π<θ<π. The simulations are 105 conducted on a rectangular 2-D area with periodic boundary conditions. At each time-106 step, agents move in the direction of their orientation and turn to align with their 107 neighbors and any trails in the area. No hard-core, excluded-volume repulsion between 108 agents is explicitly modeled (agents are essentially zero volume). However, to avoid 109 biologically unrealistic agent densities, repulsion between agents in a direction 110 perpendicular to their long axis is introduced. first simulated reversing and non-reversing agents at low density (0.08 agent/μm 2 ,i.e. 125 ~25% packing fraction) with our ABM in a 400 μm × 400 μm domain with periodic 126 boundary conditions and other parameters set according to Ref. [13] . We found that our 127 model captures the differences in patterns of aligned agent groups (clusters) between 128 reversing and non-reversing agents (Fig. 1) . For non-reversing agents, the previous 129 biophysical model [13] shows that agents form isolated clusters (Fig. 1A) . Our model 130 shows a similar pattern (Fig. 1B) . For reversing agents, the previous model [13] shows 131 that agents form an interconnected, mesh-like structure (Fig. 1C) . Our model also 132 shows this pattern for reversing cells (Fig. 1D) . These clustering patterns are also 133 observed in experiments for reversing and non-reversing cells [16] . To quantitatively 134 compare the results of the new model with the previous biophysical model, we 135 computed the average number of agents in a cluster as a function of overall agent 136 density (Fig. S1) . Our model gives similar results compared with the previous 137 biophysical model --as expected, higher cell density leads to more agents in a cluster. 138 Therefore, our model quantitatively matches the detailed biophysical model, but is 139 computationally efficient enough to simulate very high cell densities. 140
Density-dependent motility decrease and cell alignment are not sufficient for aggregate 141 formation 142
Several previously published models of aggregation were based on the hypothesized 143 "traffic-jam mechanism", in which cells slowdown in regions of high density [28, 29] (Fig.  160   2A) . If we continue the simulations for longer times, the aggregation process becomes 161 unrealistically long: even after 50 hours, some aggregates are still growing (Fig. S2A) . 162
In the second model we also consider local alignment: agents now actively align 163 their long axis with nearby agents. There are more aggregates in Fig. 2B and their size 164 is larger than the observed results in Fig. 2A . Therefore, in agreement with the results of 165
Ref. [2, 28] , local alignment helps with aggregation. However, examining the patterns of 166 aggregation dynamics (Fig. S2B) we note that aggregation is still slower than 167 experimentally observed [1] . Moreover, most of the aggregates do not have the circular 168 shape observed in experiments [1, 30] and aggregates do not move, merge, or split. 169
The results of Ref. [3, 13] indicated that trail following further aids aggregation. To 170 test the effect of trail-following on the aggregation, we include these effects into our 171 second model. As shown Fig. 2C , by 10 hours cells converge into streams and form 172 small aggregates at the intersections of streams. However, these aggregates are 173 unusually small and do not grow in size given more simulation time (Fig. S2C) To decide how reversal period is influenced by the direction of nearby cells, we 202 follow the data-driven modeling approaches of Cotter et al [1] . For simplicity, we first run 203 a simple 1D, open-loop simulation. In this simulation, we assume there is an aggregate 204 in the middle of the simulation domain. This model is completely data-driven; agents 205 choose their behaviors from an experimental dataset from Cotter et al [1] . As in Ref. [1] , 206 agent behavior is sampled from the recorded dataset of cell behaviors conditional on 207 how far the agent is from the aggregate and the agent's direction relative to the 208 aggregate. As expected, the biased walk led to agents accumulating in the region of the 209 postulated aggregate. As a result, the density of agents moving toward the aggregates 210 is slightly higher than the density of agents moving away from the aggregates (Fig. 3A  211 up right). With this result, we asked whether the run bias can result from contact-based 212 signaling that relies on an agent sensing nearby agents that move in same ( + ) or 213
Given the relatively small difference between + and − we argue that cell's 215 reversal period must be sensitive to the sign and the magnitude of the difference in the 216 two. Therefore, we define the signal ∆ = + − − . In addition to this signal, the reversal 217 period must also depend on the total cell density = + + − to ensure a shorter 218 reversal period inside the aggregates regardless of the direction. Therefore, we look for 219 a fit to bias data using 220
Here the first term will be a decreasing function of , e.g. 222
where 0 is the mean reversal period at low cell density, 1 , 1 , 0 are parameters 224 chosen to fit the experimental data showing more frequent reversals inside the 225 aggregates where cell density is high. The factor 1 is responsible in the bias in runs, i.e. 226 the difference in reversal periods for cells going towards or away from the aggregates. 227
We use 228 where 2 , 2 , ∆ 0 are parameters chosen to provide the best fit to experimental data. 230
Using Eq. (1)- (3) we can fit the reversal period bias (Fig. 3B) . From the results we can 231 conclude that within the framework of this open-loop, 1D model, this contact signal 232 mechanism can fit the run duration data acquired from experiments. However, it is not 233 clear if this mechanism will work in the more rigorous 2D, closed-loop model. 234
To investigate whether contact-dependent reversal period modulation will aid 235 aggregation, we performed 2D simulations using the model with the directional sensing 236 mechanism. In this model, each agent's reversal period is given by Eq. (1-3). In Fig. 3C 237 we see that after 10 hours of simulation, this model does not produce any aggregates. 238
Moreover, no stable aggregates form even at longer simulation times (Fig. S3 ) 239
Therefore, we conclude that the contact-based signal mechanism does not reinforce 240 aggregation and an alternative mechanism for the biased walk of M. xanthus cells is 241 
4A, see Methods for details). 264
We let agents produce and detect signaling molecule (concentration denoted as in 265 corresponds to the activation of receptors in cells. 2 is the integral of 1 , and feeds 269 back to the system to inhibit 1 and deactivate the chemoreceptors (е.g. via 270 demethylation). Therefore 1 and 2 form an integral feedback loop for adaptation. Next, 271
we let the reversal period depend on 1 and 2 : 272 Where , : →(0,∞). Based on the experimental data [1] , agents have shorter run 274 duration inside aggregates. Since inside aggregates the signal is higher, the steady 275 state of 2 is also bigger for agents inside aggregates than agents outside aggregates. 276
where , are chosen to fit the experiment data. are determined by the distribution of aggregates measured in experiments [1] . Fig. 4B  292 shows a chemical profile produced in one of these simulations. To measure the biased 293 walk of agents, we average the run durations based on run direction and distance to 294 aggregate boundary for all simulations. The results in Fig. 4C show that this mechanism 295 produces a bias that matches experimental observations. 296
To investigate whether the chemotaxis model aids aggregation, we performed 2D 297 simulations using the chemotaxis model. The simulation was started 5 hour run to allow 298 agents time to fully align before the onset of aggregation. During this period, agents do 299 (Fig. 4D) . However, we noted that the average size of 303 the aggregates in such simulations (mean area≈ 4000 µm 2 ) are somewhat smaller than 304 those in the experiment (mean area≈ 6000 µm 2 ). Moreover, the run durations computed 305 from closed-loop simulations did not quite match the data on Fig. 4C (data not shown) . 306
We argued that to correct this issue we need to increase agent's bias toward larger 307 aggregates, and that can be achieved if we introduce a positive feedback in the 308 chemical signal production: agents produce more chemical signal when in the 309 environment of with high signal concentration (see Methods for detailed 310 implementation). We find that such positive feedback in signal production can produce 311 larger aggregates (Fig. 4EF) and further matches the experimentally observed trends 312 the runs bias (Fig. S7) 
First, we compared the alignment patterns of our model and experiment (Fig. 5A-328 
D) Alignment of cells to aggregate centroids is quantified by measuring the alignment of 329 run vectors (in direction
) and vectors pointing toward the nearest aggregate 330 centroid (in direction ) using cos(2( − )) [1] . Negative alignment to 331 aggregates indicates that cells are rotating around the aggregate; positive alignment to 332 aggregates indicates that cells are aligned toward the aggregate. Our results (Fig. 5A)  333 show that, inside the aggregates the alignment is negative while further away from the 334 center, agents are aligned toward the aggregates as observed experimentally [1] . This 335 result shows that our model is sufficient to explain cell alignment within and around 336
aggregates. Furthermore, we measured alignment of agents to aggregate centroids at 337 different times in the simulation (Fig. 5B) . We observed that the average alignment to 338 aggregate centroids is decreasing with time. We think this is because the cell streams 339 pointing towards aggregate centroids are moving into aggregates. Therefore, as time 340 increases, there are fewer cell streams outside of aggregates pointing toward aggregate 341 center. Besides, as the aggregates grows, there are more cells near the boundary 342 circulating around the center. Therefore, the overall alignment to center is becoming 343 more negative as time increases. We test this prediction by reprocessing the data from 344
Cotter et al. [1] within different time-windows. The results demonstrate the same trend 345 as predicted in the model (Fig. 5C ). Fig. 5D shows the local alignment of run vectors in 346 experiment and simulation. In our simulations, the local alignment of cells is slightly 347 weaker than the experiment. 348
Comparison of aggregation dynamics in our model to the experimental 349 observations in the Ref. [1] indicate similar aggregation rates. (Fig. 5E) . We note that 350 the quantitative agreement between the model and the experiments can be further 351 
Discussion
364
In this paper, we developed a mechanistic ABM that matches many dynamic 365 features observed during aggregation and provides plausible mechanistic explanations 366 for the cell behaviors uncovered in our previous work [1] . Given the importance of cell 367 alignment in aggregation, we started by developing a phenomenological framework that 368 approximates interactions of the previous biophysical model [13] . The framework can 369 reproduce the different cell-alignment behaviors of reversing and non-reversing M. 370 xanthus cells at low cell densities [16] and can be scaled to much higher aggregation 371 cell densities with multiple cell layers. Next we explored possible mechanisms of the 372 biased walk toward the aggregates [1] . We showed that a chemotaxis model but not a 373
contact-based signal model produces stable aggregates and the biased movement in 374 our model. Remarkably, the resulting model also matches the experimentally observed 375 cell alignment patterns. 376
Why would chemotaxis but not contact-signaling model reproduce aggregation 377 patterns? We argue, that the failure of a contact-based signal model to produce stable 378 aggregates is due to its high sensitivity to noise. As seen in Fig. 3A , the signal used in 379 the model -difference between the densities of cells going towards vs. away from the 380 aggregates is much smaller in comparison with the local cell density. Therefore, the 381 fluctuations in local cell density could significantly affect the input signal. Further, this 382 signal rapidly changes in time with local cell density. On the other hand, a secreted 383 chemoattractant is directly proportional to cell density and changes gradually over time. 384
The ability of cells to detect both the value and time derivative (via adaptive network) of 385 the signal allows cells time to aggregate in high chemical signal areas. 386 Notably, our simulations match the observations from Cotter et al. [1] that away 387 from the aggregate boundaries, cells tend to align radially to aggregate centers (Fig. 5A ) 388 while closer to the aggregate boundaries tangential (circumferential) orientation patterns 389 are observed (Fig. 5A) . We note that in the model the orientation of agents is not 390 directly affected by aggregate positions or agent density or chemical signal gradients. Here ⃗ ∥ is the cell velocity along its long axis, ⃗ ∥ = | ⃗ ∥ |(cos( ) , sin( )), and its 434 magnitude depends on the local cell density : 435
Here 0 is cell speed at low cell density, is the speed reduction fraction at high cell 437 density, is the power index that controls the curve and is the density threshold of 438 speed reduction. 439
Term ⃗ ⊥ is the cell velocity component perpendicular to cell long axis due to 440 repulsion of other cells. In our model, each agent does not have any excluded volume 441 and therefore and can overlap with other agents. However, in the experiments with low 442 cell density cells do not overlap. To mimic this behavior in our modeling framework, we 443 introduced repulsive interactions between nearby agents. First, we defined 444 perpendicular distance between cell and its neighbor cell as shortest distance 445 between the cell and the line though cell in the direction of (cos( ) , sin( )). It can 446 be computed by projecting the vector connecting two agent positions to 447 (cos ( + 2 ) , sin ( + 2 )): 448
We then use this distance to define a repulsive force that serves to move cells apart 450 from one another and to prevent overlap at lower densities. At higher cell densities, i.e. 451 when cells are in multiple layers, this force will prevent unreasonably high local cell 452 densities. We express this repulsion force ⃗ ( ) acting on cell as follows: 453
Here is an effective spring constant and maximum interaction range. The latter is 456 set to be 0.5 μm, approximately equal to the cell width. 457 Every time step, for each cell we compute the perpendicular distance for all 458 cells near the target cell (within 3 μm radius, which is half-cell length) and then 459 compute the corresponding ⃗ ( ). Thereafter, we sum up all the repulsion force of 460 cell and calculate ⃗ ⊥ proportional to the force (assuming an overdamped limit, very low 461 Reynolds number): 462
Here, is viscous drag coefficient. The parameter = / therefore controls the 464 effectiveness of volume exclusion interaction to push cells apart. 465
Orientation of the agent (θ) changes due to three factors: stochastic fluctuations 466 (noise, stochastic turning), alignment to its neighbors, and cell's tendency to follow 467 trails: 468
Here ∆ is the noise term estimated from experimental data [14] , ∆ is local cell 470 alignment, and ∆ is trail-following effect as defined introduced in the following 471
subsections. 472
Local cell alignment 473
In this model, we chose to model nematic (i.e. mod 180 degrees) cell alignment 474 to neighbor cells based on the equations of Sliusarenko et al [28] . The alignment of cell 475 in one time step ∆ is calculated as: 476
Here is the orientation of ℎ cell, is the orientation of the ℎ cell, which is one of 
506
Here, 0 is the average period length and is the standard deviation of period 507 length. To track the time between cell reversals, we introduced an internal timer ( ) to 508 record how many time steps the cell has been in this reversal period. In simulation, the 509 probability of reversing at = ( ∈ ) time step is calculated from a probability 510 density function ( ), written as: 511
The numerator is the probability of reversing at time step ; the denominator is the 513 probability of not reversed in the preceding time step from 0 to ( − 1). 514
Chemotaxis with an adaptation model 515
Previous studies with E. coli [9] have proposed a mechanism for robust 516 adaptation in simple signal transduction networks. The adaptation property is a 517 consequence of the network's connectivity and does not require the 'fine-tuning' of 518 parameters. Based on this robust adaptation model, Yi et al. [40] gives a standard 519 solution that can achieve perfect adaptation: integral feedback control, in which the time 520 integral of the system error, the difference between the actual output and the desired 521 steady state output, is fed back into the system. This feedback control can be achieved 522
by simple differential equations [40] : 523
Where is the time integral of system error and 1 represents the error, which is the 526 difference between the actual output and the steady-state output 0 . 0 is a constant 527 determined by the enzyme level of the system. is the input signal and is a parameter 528 that determines the adaptation rate, i.e. inverse of adaptation time-scale. In steady 529 state, 1 = 0, = 0 − . Therefore, 1 does not depend on the input signal . 530
To remove constant 0 from our model, we set 2 = 0 − . Then we have 531 1 = − 2 (9) 532
Where is the adaptation time. Chemical signal diffusion and auto regulated dependent production 542
In our model, we assume cells produce a chemical signal to aid aggregation. We 543 use a 5 μm × 5 μm square lattice covering the whole simulation region to record the 544 signal. Each cell produces ( ) × ∆ amount of signal every time step at its location. 545
Here ( ) is the production rate that is dependent on chemical signal . Thus, we have 546 diffusion-reaction equation for the concentration of signal: 547
( , ) is number of cells at positon and time , is diffusion coefficient and is 550 decay coefficient. 0 controls the production rate. ∈ (0,1) controls the dependence of 551 ( ) on . We set our diffusion coefficient based on the experiment of lipid diffusion 552
[35]. Moreover, we also performed simulations of different diffusion rates (Fig. S6) . In 553 order to keep the chemical gradient the same, we also scaled the decay rate and 554 production rate with the diffusion coefficient. We see that when the diffusion coefficient 555 is too big (3000 μm 2 /min), fewer agents accumulate in aggregates because it is harder 556 to accumulate a chemical signal in the environment. Therefore, the positive feedback is 557 not obvious and the chemical production is insufficient. However, for a diffusion 558 coefficient of 300 μm 2 /min or 30 μm 2 /min, aggregation rates are similar. 559
Persistent to non-persistent state transition 560
Previous work has defined persistent state and nonpersistent state of M. xanthus cells 561
[1]: A persistent state was assigned to trajectory segments in which cells were actively 562 moving along their long axis; nonpersistent state was assigned when cell velocity is too 563 small (less than ∼1 μm/min) or reversal period too high (greater than ∼1 reversal per 564 minute). The probability of cells transiting from persistent state to non-persistent state 565 was measured as a function of distance to aggregate [1] . In our model, we let the 566 probability directly depend on chemical signal . We use the following equation to 567 calculate this probability. 568
is the signal level, 0 , 2 , are parameters chosen to fit experiment data. Here we did 570 not differentiate cells' moving direction for two reasons: 1) the difference in transition 571 probability is small between cells going in and out of aggregates [1] , 2) the difference in 572 transition probability does not have a big impact on cells' motility bias. 573
We performed simulations on a 400 μm × 400 μm area to fit eq. (11), in order to mimic 574 the signal produced by an aggregate placed in the center. We let the signal be 575 produced in a circle that is located in the center of the simulation domain, with 50 μm 576 radius. The signal also diffuses and decays with time. We used the steady state of 577 signal level to fit eq. (11). Because the signal is centrosymmetric, we fit eq. (11) in 1 578 dimension at = 200 μm. 579
For nonpersistent state duration, we did not differentiate the moving directions of cells. 580 because in this state cells have very low motility. We think the direction in nonpersistent 581 run is not important. 582
In the model, we let the non-persistent state duration depend on chemical signal level . 583
We use the following equation to fit the mean non-persistent state duration. 584
is the non-persistent state duration of cells at low chemical signal area. , are 586 parameters to fit the curve. We fit the duration in 1D, using the same signal level used 587 to fit eq. (11). 
